
Rev. Dr. Iqbaljit Rai Ji Visit New York Branch 
(December 11th, 2016) 

With the benign grace of Satguru Mata Savinder Hardev ji Maharaj, New York Branch 
had the immense pleasure to host Sunday, December 11th.2016 satsang in the presence 
of Rev. Dr.Iqbaljit Rai ji (President Sant Nirankari Mission USA). Rev. Dr.Rai ji has 
been imparting selfless service to the Mission for over several decades and has been the 
recipient of divine accolades from time to time. 
 

  
During the congregation, devotees expressed their sentiments in the form of spiritual 
hymns, personal anecdotes, poems and speeches. Representing the Bal Sangat, Rev. 
Sadhika ji expressed the tremendous joy she experienced firsthand at the 69th.annual 
sant samagam. She shared that the team of chiropractors at the samagam was so moved  
 

 



 
by the message and life of Satguru Baba Hardev Singh ji Maharaj, that about 10-12 of 
the practitioners humbly pleaded for God knowledge benevolence. She further added that 
the 69th. Samagam had Bal Exhibition that portrayed the theme of leading a blissful life 
by eradicating subhuman vices as jealousy, hatred, partiality and replacing them with 
higher human values as love, compassion, tolerance, humility and such.  

 
 

She added that the message of the Mission is not limited to one group, rather it is a 
universal message and applicable and benefitting every human. 
Concluding the final discourses, Rev. Dr. Rai ji blessed that it is the prime aim of every 
devotee of the Mission to continue to crusade for Humanness. In order to bring about the 
Humanitarian revolution, we all have to embark upon an internal journey of beautifying 
our inner self.  
 

 
  
When the self is awakened, and strengthened with positivity, the outer world will 
automatically become professed with divine radiance.  
New York Branch in utter humility expresses joy beyond words to Satguru Mata ji for such 
opportunities and prays to continue to become recipient of such grace and become an 
instrument in the fulfillment of the divine will. 


